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El de mysteriis de Jámblico marca la primera aparición en la Antigüedad 
de lo que podríamos denominar filosofía de la religión en el sentido de una 
indagación del fenómeno de la religión. Más específicamente mucstra una 
conciencia de la necesidad de identificar los modos del discurso apropiados 
para las declaraciones teológicas y las prácticas rituales. Aunque los filósofos 
griegos desde Tales habían criticado las visiones tradicionales de los dioscs y 
habían eslablecido los cimientos de la teología natural, vistas en su clímax en 
el motor inmóvil de Aristóteles, la piedad ritual tendió a ser aceptada sin dudas 
sobre su naturaleza o modus operandi hasta la época helenística. Sólo con Jám
blico se desarrollan una serie de formulaciones que distinguen el discurso filo
sófico, teológico y sacramental (teúrgico) mientras que al mismo tiempo expli
can su relación con la razón discursiva. 

The de nzyster¡¡s of Iamblichus marks lhe first appearance in antiquity of 
what we could term philosophy 01' religion in the sense oí' an enquiIy into the 
phenomena of religion. More specifically he shows an awarencss of the need tu 
identify the modes of discourse appropriate to theological statcments and ritual 
practices. Although Greek philosophers since Thales had criticized traditional 
views of the goeis and had laid the foundations of natural theology seen at its 
climax in Aristotle's unmoveei mover, ritual piety tended to be accepted without 
any question about its nature or modus operandi until the Hellenistic age. Only 
with lamblichus is ti series of formulations developed which both distinguish 
philosophical, theological and sacramental (theurgical) discourse whilst at the 
same time explaining their relationship to discursive reason. 
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Is there such a thing in the ancient pagan world as philosophy of religion? Of 
course there is theology, in the sense both of what we might call traditional theo
logy as found, e.g. in the Orphic poems, and natural theology, the preserve of phi
losophers. The latter is traditional1y traced from the very beginnings o{Greek phi
losophy with the Presocratics and is seen both negatively in their criticism of 
traditional beliefs and theology and positively in the assertion of a supreme deity 
which acts as cause or source of aH phenomena. This tradition reaches its high 
point with the unmoved mover ofbook 12 of Aristotle's Metaphysics. But theology 
is not religion 01' is at least only one aspect of it. There remains the whole area of 
interaction and relationship between gods and men as expressed usually in ritual 
formo If we take Plato as an example we will find adequate material to present his 
views on the operation of transcendent causes, views well developed in both a 
positive and critical mode, whereas his attitude to ritual is one of acceptance oftra
ditional rites and practices with no attempt to question 01' explain what might be 
happening in them. With sorne exceptions, largely of a critical kind, it would 
appear that a sophisticated metaphysical view of the world and its divine causes 
could be he Id side by side with an unquestioning view of traditional religious ritual 
as socially necessary and, in sorne way, spiritually effective. 

It is not until the fourth century A.D. that we come across what I would des
cribe as a genuine expression of philosophy of religion. It is to be found in the de 
rnysteriis of lamblichus, a work which has not yet been accorded the importance it 
de serves as a central document in the history of the philosophy of religion. It has, 
unfortunately, been long regarded with sorne suspicion by scholars of late Greek 
philosophy who have generally accused lamblichus of gross irrationality and seen 
de mysteriis as a disconnected, long-winded ragbag of superstitious nonsense. A 
more sympathetic and attentive reading of the text would suggest that lamblichus 
is trying to grapple for the first time with the apparent paradoxes raised by a ran
ge of religious phenomena whose genuineness he accepts. The work, it must be 
stressed from the outset, is not a systematic treatise on the role of discursive 
thought in religious matters, but an attempted answer to a 'letter' of Porphyry 
addressed to the priest Anebo in which Porphyry raises a number of serious pro
blems which a philosopher encounters when considering religious phenomena. Of 
course the very concept of philosophy of religion is open to a number of interpre
tations and emphases. 1 am not using it here in the sense of 'religious philosophy' 
which suggests the actual treatment of 'religious' themes and phenomena in a phi
losophical framework. Philosophy of religion, in its most general sense, 1 take to 
be an enquiry into the phenomena of religion, whether the phenomena are concep
tual (beliefs), verbal, ritual or manifestations of divine power or presence. This 
definition may include the sociology and history of religion. A nanower concern, 
however, but one of central importance is the enquiry into the modes of discourse 
which are appropriate when dealing with religious phenomena. It is precisely here 
that Iamblichus takes an important step. For whilst he does not den y that discursi-
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ve reason is the on1y basic too1 availab1e to human beings for religious or any kind 
of discourse, he, nonetheless, makes a sharp distinction between three different 
modes of discourse: pure1y discursive, theo10gical and what he terms theurgical. 

As we have a1ready mentioned, the context of Iamb1ichus' remarks is limited 
and almost accidental. He did not set out to write a formal treatise on the rela
tionship of philosophy to religion but was stimulated to incorporate sorne of his 
thoughts on the topie in his rep1y to Porphyry. We are unfortunately unable to say 
when Porphyry wrote his 'letter' and whether the addressee, an Egyptian priest 
narned Anebo, really existed. It may well be the case that Iamblichus' 'reply' carne 
many years latero Of sorne interest, but not precisely relevant to the present argu
ment, is the nature and tone of Porphyry's original composition, whose fragrnen
tary text can be reconstructed only with difficulty and much guess work, largely 
from the text of Iatnblichus himself. Although Porphyry's point of departure has 
often been regarded as deeply sceptiea1 and critical of religious rituals, 1 have 
recently argued that it was not meant as an attack but was rather a search for ans
wers to a large nurnber of problems that may have exercised his mind throughout 
his life l . In sorne cases he even attempts to provide solutions to the problems he 
raises, one of them being very similar to a suggestion of Plutarch who was also 
faced with criticisrns, in his case of the De1phic oracle, with the advent of a less 
accepting age2• Iamblichus, however, demands a more radical approach. 
Porphyry's prob1ems, he argues, are due to his confusing different objects of dis
course, each of which is subject to its own particular discipline. Philosophy, i.e. the 
use of demonstrative argument in the domain of lagos or reason, must be distin
guished from theology and both from theurgy. Theology would seem to be diffe
rent from the transcendent world of Neoplatonic metaphysics in which the One, 
Nous and Soul can, of course, be described as gods; but what Iamblichus here des
cribes as theology is rather that area of discourse which tries to relate the different 
levels of gods and divine beings (daemones, he roes etc) to each other under speci
fic names. Theurgy is for our purposes more interesting; it would appear to inc1u
de the whole of what we might tenn the ritual aspect of religion, the very pheno
mena that had been largely unquestioned and had certainly not received the kind 
of rational reinterpretation accorded to the nature of god himself in the philoso
phical tradition. 

It is true that what exercised Porphyry most, even in the limited area of ritual, 
was the notion of theurgy, which was a ritual of salvation that had been developed 
since the second century AD. The ritual and its attendent theology were much 
influenced by Platonism and for this reason carne very much to the attention of phi
losophers like Porphyry and Iamblichus. Although the origins of theurgy in the 

I A. Smith, "Porphyry and Pagan Religious Practice", J.Cleary (ed.), T/¡e Pere/lnial tradition of 
Neoplatonism (Leuven 1997) 29-35. 

2 Plutarch, 0/1 the ara eles o/ the Delphic priestess 20; Porphyry in Iamblichus de mysteriis 
145.4-150.5. 
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Chaldaean Oraeles are obscure it is elear that the very mixture of philosophy and 
ritual within an atmosphere of what often looked very much like magic appealed 
to an elite. But in faet the philosophical issues raised by theurgy were at base no 
different from those raised by any mystery religion which promised salvatíon or, 
in the end, fram any rite whieh in some way suggested that it could assist the 
mediation between man and godo Hence the discussion in both the 'letter' and de 
mysteriis ranges more widely to include mantic and sacrifice.The central philo
sophical problem was: how can a human being through the performance of a ritual 
act or word affect a god in such a way as to secure his intervention? Does this not 
imply that the human being in some way control s god or has influence over him? 
1 do not think that it would be misleading to use the word 'sacramental' as an equi
valent of 'theurgical', for the same problem of divine presence 01' working oecurs 
in Christian sacramental theology. As far as 1 have been able to discern the sort of 
questions raised by Porphyry and Iamblichus' interpretation and attempted solution 
of them were not expressed by early Christian theologians, and sacramental theo
logy remained comparatively undeveloped untíl a later age when philosophical 
issues presented themselves. This makes Iamblichus' views all the more interes
ting. Moreover, whilst 1 woulcl not wish to press the parallel too far, since the theo
logical basis of Christian sacraments (as opposed to attempted explanations of 
their operation) are based on quite different spiritual premises from their pagan 
counterpart, it may help us to look on theurgy with a líttle more sympathy and less 
dismissiveness than has fOImerly been the case. 

The triple distinction of philosophy, theology and theurgy is made almost at 
the beginning of the work and sets the necessary conditions on which the discus
síon with Porphyry can take place3: 

"In each case we will give you an answer that is appropriate and fitting; in theo
logical matters we will reply theologically, in theurgical theurgically and phi
losophícal matters we will examine with you philosophically". 

Let us now turn to a passage (de mysteriis n.l1.95,15-98,15) in which he 
ínvokes these distinetions. It will be useful to cite the passage as a whole since it 
breaks new ground in the ways in which it attempts to refuse rational objections to 
the perceived workings of ritual: 

"The following questions in which you think that ignorance and deception in 
these matters are impiety and impurity and you exhort us to the true tradition in 
them, not only admit of no doubt but are a malter of common agreement as you 

3 de mysteriis 7.2-6. For a fuIl discussion of this text and further detaíls on sorne of the other 
topies in this article see A.Smith, "Iamblichus' views on the relationship of philosophy to religion in de 
mysteriis", H. J. Blumenthal-E. G. Clark (edd.), Tlle Divine lamblic/zus: P/¡ifasopller alld Man ofGad.\' 
(London 1993) 74-86 
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seco For who would not agree that knowledge which attains to Being is 1110st 
.::; appropriate to the gods and the ignorance which tends towarcls Not- being falls 

furthest from the divine cause 01' the true Fonns? But since that is not an ade
quate statement 1 will add what is missing anci becallse the defence is made in 
a philosophical way using reason rather than according to the active art of the 
priests, 1 think 1 must say something about these things in a more theurgical 

10 manner. For we can aIlow that ignorance amI deception are error and impiety, 
but they do not for that reason make false \vhat is properly offered to the gods 
and the clivine aets; for it is not thollght that eonnects the theurgist with the 
gods. For if that were so, what prevents those who philosophize theoretically 
from having theurgic union with the goels? But this is no! in faet the case. 

l'=i Rather the efficacy 01' the inefrable aets which operate divinely beyond all 
thought ancl the power 01' the symbols which are unc!erstood by the gods effect 
theurgic union. This is why we do not set these acts in train by thinking; for if 
this were the case their activity would be intelleetual and determined by us: but 
neither of these is true; 1'01', without om rhinking, the symbols tbemselves and 

20 of themselves efl'eet their own operation; ane! the inetTable power of the goels, 
to whom they refer, itself and 01' itself recognises its own images, but not by 
being J'Ouseci by our thinking. For it is 1101 natural that wbat encompasses be 
moved by what is encompassecl or what is perl'ect by the imperfeet or wholes 
by parts. Hence the divine causes are not calleel forth into activity primarily by 

25 our thoughts: but whilst these ami all the best dispositions ol' soul and our purity 
must be there as a sort of accessory cause, wbat primarily arouses the divine 
will are rhe divine symbols themselves. And in this way the divine is itself 
aroused by itself without receiving il1to itsell' any starting point for its own 
activity through any of the things beIow it. 

.lU 1 have explained this at such length preciseIy that you might not think that the 
entire e1'1'icaey of the activity of theurgic rites depends 011 llS and thar yOLl might 
not suppose that their rrue operation is aiso put into proper effect when our 
thoughts are in a true state and into faIse effect when they are cleceptive. For 
not even if we know the specifie characteristics attending eaeh kind [of godj 

l-) wil! we rhen automatieally attain rhe truth 01' their operations. But whilst active 
union never comes without that knowlecige, it is not identicaI wirh it. And so 
the divine purity does not come through correet knowledge as bociily purity 
comes through chastiry, but is rather established in a unity and purity even 
beyonci knowing. Nor cioes anything eIse exist in us as humans which eontri-

!íU butes anything to the achieving oí' the divine aetivities". 

This passage constitutes the most detailed explanation that Iamblichus gives of 
the operation of ritual. Whatever the shortcomings as an explanation, the intentions 
are clear. We note from the start that Iamblichus says that he will give a 'more 
theurgic' explanatíon; the comparative suggests that a logical or discursive element 
fonns a legitimate part of his explanation. This is borne out by the use of the tech
nical distinction 01' causes as primary 01' accessory. In faet the application of phi
losophical eategories to religious phenomena is widely recommenclecl by Iambli-
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chus, as long as we realise that they are being used in a restricted sense. Here the 
use of the causallanguage of metaphysics will take us so far and point us towards 
the possibility of resolving the inevitable paradoxes of a level of reality to which 
full access is closed for uso In fact three further parallels are introduced (97.9-11, 
lines 22-23): 

"what encompasses is not to be moved by what is encompassed" 
"the perfect is not to be moved by what is imperfect" 
"wholes are not to be moved by parts" 

AH of these can be found as standard metaphysical principIes in Proc1us4. But 
let us retum to what is the key philosophical concept employed by Iamblichus in 
his interpretation of the ritual, the causal, for throughout de mysteriis Iamblichus 
is at pains to point out that the gods are not forced or influenced by meno This is 
one of the central problems that exercised Porphyry's mind both in the Letter to 
Aneho and in Philosophy ji-om Omeles. This issue Iamblichus attempts to solve by 
using the distinction of primary and accessory causes. The distinction goes back to 
Plat05 and may be found also in Aristotle6• In Iamblichus it is used to distinguish 
two levels of 'causality'. We note that Proclus similarly formalises the Platonic 
concept by applying it to two levels of reality. In EI.Theol. prop. 75 the proper cau
ses 'transcend' the accessory causes7• On the primary level, according to lambli
chus, we may locate: 

1. ritual acts 
2. the divine symbols 
3. the power of the gods to recognise them 

On the level of accessory causes he gives us: 

l. our thoughts 
2. excellent dispositions of the soul 
3. purity 

Our 'thoughts' seems to refer to our knowledge and understanding ofthe divi
neo Are the accessory causes necessary but not sufficient or neither necessary nor 
sufficient? In our passage lines 10f (96.11 f) might give the impression that he 

4 Proclus, EI.T/¡eol. prop. 66 p. 62.28-29 
5 ef. Phaaedo 99A; Polit. 28lD; Tim. 46D 
6 e.g. cf. Aristotle ano 416a14 where á1TAWS a'LTlOV is distinguished from auvalTLOV which is 

equated with the material cause 
7 See Proclus in Tim. 1.2.1 f; in Parm. 1059.11 f where the proper causes are the final, paradeig

matic and efficient, the accessory causes are the formal and material. To the latter may also be added 
the instrumental (in Tim. 1.261.15; 163.21). 
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thinks the latter (that thought is not necessary), but it becomes quite clear from 
later in the passage that our understanding is necessary but is not a primary causal 
factor. Thus equally our ignorance or deceptiveness have no direct causal effect, 
but the ritual would still be ineffective under these conditions. lamblichus subse
quently makes it quite c1ear that the accessory causes are necessary. At line 19 
(97.5) I take the phrase f-l~ VOOÚVTWV ll!-1WV to indicate not that thought or unders
tanding is unnecessary but that Íts (main) causal etfect is exeluded. This is confir
med both at lines 25-26 (97.14-15) and with the phrase 'without that knowledge' 
at line 36 (98.8). We should note that the notion of accessory causes is not intro
duced specifically untilline 26 (97.15) where is is also qualified (aTTa 'a sort of') 
and only after he has firmly established the fuIl causal status of the higher levels. 
But what is the content of these 'thoughts'? Most likely it is the kind of theologi
cal knowledge with which the first book of de mysteriis deals, the distinction of 
different levels of divinities. But could they inelude knowledge of ritual too? It is 
traditional Stoic teaching that piety is knowledge of the divine and this ineludes 
ritual. This is surely a definition which has its roots in traditional piety's emphasis 
on conect ritual and naming of divinities.Yes, lamblichus c1early ineludes ritual in 
the primary causes when he refers to the 'ineffable acts' (line 15). As for the other 
accessory causes, 'the excellent dispositions of the soul' probably refers to our 
ethical state and 'purity' to ritual purity. lamblichus is making the important point 
that the religious practitioner must be morally virtuous, something which both Plo
tinus and Porphyry had doubts aboutR• 

But what is then the precise status and role of ritual actions and words? The
se, according to lamblichus, have direct causal force, but at the same time are not 
dependent on our thoughts. For elearly the auv8lÍ!-1aTa mentioned in this passage 
are to be located at the higher level as true causes, although they are also different 
from the gods themselves who are said to recognise in them their own images. 
Both the auv8lÍ!-1aTa and the power of the gods are seen as self-moving causes, 
self-moving not only in that they are not moved by humans, but al so in that they 
operate independently of each other since the gods recognise the symbols on their 
own initiative even though the symbols may be said to arouse the divine will (line 
26-27.97.16). At 184.2 in making a distinction between two levels of theurgy, he 
speaks of the lower level more gene rally as dependent on us as 'human beings' 
whereas the higher level is 'empowered' by the divine symbols. It is possible, then, 
that the concept of 'human thoughts' ineludes more than concepts and stands, in a 
sense, for that thinking element which makes us human beings. This passage goes 
on to suggest that the theurgist elothes himself or somehow makes his own the 
divine power when the higher level of theurgy is put into effect, becomes in a sen
se more than man, whilst nevertheless remaining a human being in his rational 
aspect; for both are necessary in the theurgic process. 

8 ef. A. Smith, Porphyry's Place in the Neoplatonic Traditiofl (The Hague 1974) 134-5. 
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It is difficult to imagine that Iamblichus thought that the ritual and symbols in 
their physical manifestation had a causal effect on the gods. In his discussion of 
sacrifices in book V the same recourse to a distinction of Ievels is adduced to over
ride the apparent contradiction involved in the gods savouring the sacrificial odollr 
of meat whose enjoyment is forbidden to mortals. It is clear here (199.13) that the 
gods because of their transcendence are not directly affected by sacrificiaI odours, 
Le. by their physical nature. Whilst one cannot detect in Iamblichus a clear dis
tinction between outward sign and inner power, he does speak in our passage (17t) 
of the 'power' of the symbols; and in the parallel phrase referring to the ritual 
actions he mentions the 'efficacy' of the actions, which suggests something diffe
rent from the actions themselves9 . 

These passages, and particularly Il.I 1, represent a remarkable attempt to 
reconcile the effectíve contribution of the human and divine element in ritual, 
whatever their shortcomings as an explanatíon. But Iamblichus was not attempting 
to explain. for he makes it clear that explanations be long to the realm of reason. lt 
is sufficient to show how contradictions may be resolved. For example, he does not 
think it necessary to prove how evil. can occur so long as we show that god cannot 
be its source lO. We should employ reason and rational argument ll whilst beíng 
aware of their limitations l2 . We must recognise that what may present a contradic
tion in the physical world may be reconciled at a higher level 13 . There is in fact a 
transcendent logic to govern relations amongst transcendent realities l4. Perhaps the 
most important characteristic of this transcendent logic is the way in which it ope
rates by analogyl5, for in this way demonstrative arguments and discursive con
cepts can be used to 'indicate' the nature of a higher level, i.e. to predicate without 
maintaining every implication of the predicates. Finany we may note how Iambli
chus frequently emphasises the inadequacy of philosphical discourse for theologi
cal and theurgical matters by moving to a form of discourse that employs a diffe
rent vocabulary, e.g. the use of the term <PLAta (love) to describe the relationship of 
the transcendent and immanent in religious contexts 16. 

Here in de mysteriis we encounter for the first time in antiquity an extended 
attempt to come to terms with the different modes of discourse employed in philo
sophical and religious discussions. What Iamblichus gives us is not merely a defen
ce of the reality and genuiness of certain religious phenomena nor simply an expla
natíon of how they occur, but a theory 01' the ways in which and the extent to which 

9 LSJ gives this meaning to TE AEaLOupyta, thus taking the accompanying genitive phrase as 
subjective, as opposed to objective which would suggest the meaning 'completion'. 

10 de mysteriis 4.6 
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15 de mysteriis 14.17 
16 de mysteriis 5.9.200.1 If 
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verbal discourse and philosophical distinctions may be legitimately applied to 
them. He also supplies us with examples of the application of his method. 1t is a 
mark of the interest and importance of this work that many of the issues he raises 
still remain as focal points for those engaged in the philosophy of religion. 
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